
Doubling Your Losses?  
Food waste is throwing money out with the trash 

 
By Bryn Oakleaf, Solid Waste Management Program 

 
The Powerball jackpot just capped $1 billion and I’m thinking about money. Losing money, that is. Food waste in 

America is costing each one of us our hard-earned money, and yet most don’t give it much attention. I know, depressing 
way to start an article. But there is real value (perhaps shock value) in making each of us more aware of just how much 
food, and subsequently money, we are wasting. By the time you finish reading this article, you will know how much food 
waste there is, the triple-bottom line benefits to preventing it, and how Vermont’s Universal Recycling law is changing 
how we value our food. 

Throwing food in the garbage has not always been standard 
practice. Our parents and grandparents may remember the World 
War II campaigns distributed by the United States Food 
Administration. Many of those messages were directed at 
households, used to educate families and motivate behaviors that 
prevent food waste. Older versions of the well-known cook book, Joy 
of Cooking, incorporated recipes to minimize waste by using leftovers 
and trimmings. While the reason behind conserving food today is not 
motivated by a wartime need for rationing, the recommendations on 
how to prevent it and the value of doing so has not changed much. 

Nationally, over $161 billion dollars a year is wasted on 
growing food that ultimately is never eaten. For an average family of 
four, that comes to about $1,500 a year. Some research suggests that 
15% to 25% of what we purchase at the grocery store goes to waste. 
For purposes of easy math, that would be up to $25 of every $100 
spent.  

 

 
But the topic of “throwing money away” does not stop 

there. Vermont’s most recent Waste Composition Study revealed 
that Vermonters landfilled just over 60,000 tons (120,000,000 
pounds) of food in 2011. A majority of this food, or 41,000 tons, 
came from residents. When food decomposes in the landfill, it 
generates methane, a known Greenhouse Gas that is over 20 times 
more powerful at trapping heat than carbon dioxide. Take a 
moment to reflect on that. As an individual, are you aware of how 
much food you waste? Data from the Waste Composition Study 
shows that it is not the commercial sector that is the biggest 
contributor to wasted food. It’s me, it’s you, it’s our friends, family, 
neighbors and colleagues. Somehow, it has become socially 
acceptable to waste food.  
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To counter the increase in food waste, U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency adopted a Food Recovery 
Hierarchy that set out preferred uses of food before its nutrient 
value and embodied energy are no longer able to be utilized. In 
2012, with the unanimous adoption of Universal Recycling law, 
Vermont became the first state in the nation to adopt the Food 
Recovery Hierarchy. In doing so, the Agency of Natural 
Resources committed to helping businesses and individuals 
reduce food waste and divert food scraps from the landfill. 

What do you do with your food scraps now? Are you 
feeding them to your chickens, composting or vermicomposting 
(worms)? If you aren’t, then where do your food scraps go? 
Granted, progress on implementing elements of the Universal 
Recycling law has already reduced tonnage of landfilled waste. 
However, based on the last Waste Composition Study, we know 
that at least 50% of the materials that Vermonters landfill could 
have been recycled or composted.  Have you reduced your 
trash by 50% in the last few years?  If not, you’re sending a 
second round of unnecessary expenses to the curb and transfer station (often referred to as the “dump”).  

To help influence the separation and reduction in trash disposal the Universal Recycling law adopted a requirement that 
all trash must be paid for on a per-weight or per-volume basis. Those programs, known as “Pay As You Throw,” are 
designed to replicate the structure of a utility bill. For example, the more electricity used in a month, the more you pay. 
It’s the same concept for trash. Managing how much you throw out adjusts what you need to pay for the service. 

Now that you are likely feeling completely overwhelmed, I am happy to share some great news. It’s no secret, but you 
may not have paid attention to it before. Here it is: each of us has the ability to keep money in our wallet by minimizing 
our losses when it comes to wasted food. Follow these tips for buying, storing, and diverting food to minimize food 
waste. 

First – Make a plan. Before going to the store look at your schedule for the week and plan out what days you will cook 
at home. Then look through your fridge and cupboard to see if there are items that should be used before they spoil. 
Once you’ve done that, develop a menu that includes ingredients you already have and build your shopping list around 
that. 

Second – Prep items when you return from the store. Dicing and chopping items and portioning them to be meal ready 
helps save time during the week. Having ingredients ready to go reduces cooking time when schedules are busy.  

Third – Store items in labeled containers. Place leftovers in see-through containers. Have tape and a pen or marker on 
hand to label the food and write the date it was prepared before placing it in the fridge or freezer. Doing so will help 
direct you what to eat first, and tell you what has a few more days. 

Fourth – Separate your food scraps. Ask your hauler or transfer station if they collect food scraps, and when they will 
provide that service if they aren’t already. The law requires haulers and transfer stations to start collecting no later than 
July 1, 2017 but you may have some other options in the meantime. Feeding food scraps to chickens is a great way to 
offset feed expenses, or backyard composting whether you have a garden or not. The easy way to start is to collect 
trimmings from meal prep and uneaten food scraps in a separate container. Having a small countertop container in the 
kitchen where you can place food scraps increases convenience. Daily or weekly, empty that countertop container into a 
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larger pail to take to the transfer station or to easily integrate into your home compost pile. Not sure how to home 
compost? Check out the UVM Extension - Master Composter program to request help or to take a course.  

To help track your progress, make a note of the last two or three grocery bills and the amount of trash you have set out 
or brought to the transfer station. Then, after the first few weeks of being a smart shopper and waste preventer and 
diverter, go over your expenses again. Ideally, you’ll leave your losses at the curb, not your food.  

To learn more visit www.vtrecycles.com  
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Secretary Markowitz with Alison Weinhagen of City Market, Senator 
Leahy, John Sayles of the Vermont Foodbank, and Rob Meehan of the 

Chittenden Emergency Food Shelf. Photo taken at the Chittenden 
Emergency Food Shelf on Dec. 23, 2015 
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